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 ## 2. **I need you to design and develop my online store.** * To run it on [login to view URL] ( [login to view URL] ) * It`s an e-commerce site. * It has 8 different categories. * Each category has different products. * For the category products i can use different img, and all are css. * Also in each category you can see the number of products and where they are from. * Also i need to be able to log
in from home and access the site on mobile (all in one view). * I need to be able to log in from all platforms. I want you to develop the site using my mobile website as the template (except my logo). Please show me your skills and how this will be done, and i will choose the best. I just need the end result. ...validator can find at least 50 valid validators in any site. Please see the attached file for better
understanding. GitHub repo: [login to view URL] Step 1 Search for "field" keywords in any site Step 2 Go through all the code files using Google Chrome DevTools and find the name of the validators, and note it down. This should be repeated for all the validators. Hi there, We have an old javascript library that was originally created in the early 2000's. It is now unmaintained and was rewritten by
someone else. However we need to preserve the existing functionality as we are porting our app to the new framework. We also want to maintain backwards compatibility for the most part. The code was written in 2005, and as I'm reviewing it I see Hello, I need a Website where the user can enter the ID and get the Results of the search based on ID. A sample is as follows. The search is based on the

following fields: Field: Emp_ID Emp_ID: P1, P2, P3, P4 This website is for a hotel chain, and I'm looking for a website where a user can enter the ID in any field and get the best matches based on that ID. The records will be showing in The search is 82157476af
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